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Personal pro�le

I am passionate about my area of activity and I become intensively involved in the 
work assigned to me. I am proactive and take on the project management. However, 
I know how to remain attentive so as to understand (and sometimes guess) the 
needs of my clients. I get them to participate in the key stages of the project and I 
facilitate their decision-making through iterative work processes. The fact that I am 
inquisitive, open-minded and always on the lookout for the latest innovations means 
that I provide realistic and concrete visions during my collaborations. I am recep-
tive, open to discussion and always keen to share my ideas and skills.

Professional pro�le

Experiences

I am a user experience developer and a versatile designer. I also conceive digital 
strategies. A�er several years working as a designer and artistic director in adverti-
sing agencies (Publicis, Bozell and McCann), I wanted to specialise in interactive 
media. I set up on my own in January 1997 in order to devote myself entirely to this 
passion. Working full time in this �eld, I was able to very closely observe the evolu-
tion of the internet, the new habits of netizens and the world of communication as it 
shi�ed towards the digital world. I participated in a very great number of projects 
and was able to specialise in several facets of this multi-disciplinary activity. 
Responsible above all for project management, strategic conception, user expe-
rience and interface design, I can now claim the status of a versatile digital consul-
tant. My activities over the past years have enabled me to collaborate on projects in 
the most varied �elds. I am used to collaborating with developers and I remain their 
point of contact in order to ensure the concretisation of the majority of my concep-
tions. You will �nd further details about me on my digital pro�le: 
www.patrickgraf.link

These years of work dedicated to digital strategy have let me formulate a concrete 
approach. I base the conception of the projects on the initial creation of content and 
the precise analysis of the target audience and their needs. The combination of user 
experience with a “Content-First” strategy enables me to conceive and construct 
e�ective digital presences. You will �nd more detailed information on my professio-
nal website: www.grid.agency

Patrick Graf
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Graphic designer, information 
designer. Specialist in digital 
strategies and user experience (UX).

I am an independent consultant. 
I take on ad hoc assignments in my 
areas of activity or complete 
digital strategies. 

I am also available for short- or 
long-term assignments within 
companies.

My UX approach:
www.grid.agency

My pro�le:
www.patrickgraf.link

Langues
Mother tongue: French
Father tongue: German
Professional language: anglais

Contact
+41 79 436 83 57
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All that I know how to do 
and what makes me a better UX designer

I am very familiar with prototyping so�ware but I also know how to make 
lovely sketches … quickly. Moleskine and Micron are my helpers. 

Good ideas come on the back of an envelope.

I have founded and directed web agencies. I have a knack 
with clients, even the most stubborn ones.

I’m a competitor.

Web project management is routine to me. My global vision of its ins 
and outs make me a versatile UX specialist.

I have o�en been praised for my didactic professional discourse … and my 
great patience. 

I have an unlimited subscription to LYNDA.com, I regularly read .NET, 
WEBDESIGNER, COMPUTER ARTS and I have the full set of A LIST APART.

I acquired the majority of the clientele for my agencies. My network and my unintentional talent 
as a sales person are signi�cant assets.

Over time, I have become pragmatic and I always look for the most appropriate 
solution… even if it’s the most improbable.

I have o�en been praised for my talents as a facilitator. 

I am a mercenary and I ensure that my clients are assisted in 
all situations.

Before working in interactive media, I knocked about in 
3 advertising agencies. I was there for the big changes! 

My best quality… I’m not a monomaniac and my general knowledge 
allows me to tackle subjects apart from UX.

For me, UX is mainly a matter of common sense... and I’ve got plenty of that.

But I’m not the UX Unicorn!


